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Three years ago, trailblazing research was published in 

SSATB’s 2013 State of the Independent School Admis-

sion Industry report, which chronicled the typical 

structure, process, and enrollment operations of the 

independent school admission office. Our original 

report provoked significant dialogue on the changing 

conditions of, and expectations for, independent school 

admission and enrollment professionals. Now, in 2016, 

a new State of the Independent School Admission 

Industry is ready for your review. This year’s findings 

paint a stubbornly unchanging picture about the value 

of admission inside of a typical independent school 

eco-system. Key findings from our 2016 report include: 

Only 37% of admission directors regularly attend 

board meetings. (This percentage was 34% in 2013.) 

Just 21% of admission directors play a key role in 

setting their school’s financial aid budget. (This 

percentage was 16% in 2013.) 

17% of admission directors play a key role in their 

school’s annual tuition setting. (This percentage  

was 13% in 2013.) 

…it is critical for all school 
leaders to understand that 
enrollment success is utterly 
connected to the role that your 
admission/enrollment director 
plays within your school’s 
management hierarchy.

According to NAIS DASL data, admission and enroll-

ment leaders are responsible for 92.4% of revenue in 

day schools and 69.4% of revenue in boarding schools. 

Unfortunately, our research reveals a major disconnect 

for those charged with the responsibility of securing 

the majority of their school’s annual operating reve-

nue. How can independent school admission leaders 

be held accountable for the majority of school operat-

ing income, yet have little involvement in the strategic 

discussions essential to yielding strong financial results? 

Our 2016 report also underscores the widening gap 

between independent schools that are experiencing 

enrollment success (52%) and those that are not (36%). 

Our study found interesting connections to the suc-

cessful schools meeting their annual enrollment goals. 

In short, these schools had: well paid admission/enroll-

ment directors (earning $100K or more) and admission 

directors included on the school’s management team 

and involved in strategic work (board meetings, tui-

tion and financial aid budget setting). Based on these 

findings, it is critical for all school leaders to understand 

that enrollment success is utterly connected to the role 

that their admission/enrollment director plays within 

their school’s management hierarchy.

This year, we looked at new areas important to enroll-

ment success: Personnel Management, Budget Man-

agement, International Student Recruitment, Regional 

Collaboration, and Retention. Our survey uncovered 

that more independent schools are experiencing con-

cerning trends similar to those of their higher education 

counterparts: increased reliance on international stu-

dent enrollment to meet goals; growing merit aid; and 

demand for more personalized attention by students 

and families inside of the admission process. 

Sustainable enrollment remains, for the foreseeable 

future, the number one issue facing independent 

schools. We, at The Enrollment Management Associa-

tion, are certain that admission practices of the past will 

not sustain independent schools of the future. We look 

forward to being your partner in developing continued 

enrollment success for your school.

Heather Hoerle, Executive Director

Preface
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Methodology
This report presents the results of the 2016 State of the Independent School Admission Industry survey con-

ducted on behalf of the The Enrollment Management Association and executed by Insightlink Communications. 

The goal was to collect information about admission directors in independent schools in the U.S. and Canada 

to reveal and determine the industry’s current state and future needs and, when applicable, to compare these 

results to the results of the 2013 State of the Independent School Admission Industry report.

The data for this survey were collected via Insightlink’s web-based survey system. The online survey was sent to 

2,600 contacts. 652 participants replied to the survey for a response rate of 25%. Data were collected between 

November 17 and December 31, 2015.

Insightlink  

80 S. Lake Avenue, Suite 680  

Pasadena, California, 91101 USA  

T: 866-802-8095 F: 877-866-8301  

www.insightlink.com
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Who Responded?
Compared to the 2013 State of the Independent School Admission Industry report, this report reflects a slightly higher 

percentage of responses from day schools. Overall, responding schools are slightly smaller in size than in 2013; 

notably, there was an increase in the number of schools responding that have fewer than 201 students (23% vs 13%). 

The largest percentage of schools falls in the 301-500 student range, which aligns with the average school enroll-

ment of 437 as reported in 2015-16 NAIS Data and Analysis for School Leadership (DASL) data. As in the 2013 report, 

survey participants are well spread geographically as well as over school segments of interest to independent 

school admission (e.g. size, region, type) and are representative of the overall makeup of The Enrollment Manage-

ment Association’s member schools.

A snapshot of the 652 responding schools: 

School Type

Coed 87% Boys 6%Girls 7%

Enrollment Size

Under 201

23%

201-300

15%

301-500

26%

501-700

14%

700-1,000

12%

More than 1,000

10%

Boarding or Day?

Day
82%

Boarding
18%

Grades
Pre - K 56%

K 68%

1-5 73%

6-8 80%

9-12 66%

PG8%

* Throughout this survey, any reference to boarding school data includes responses from those respondents that identified their school type as boarding, boarding/day, and day/boarding.
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Location
East ..................................6%

Mid Atlantic ................. 22%

New England ..............13%

Southeast .................... 20%

Southwest ....................13%

West ..............................14%

Midwest ..........................6%

Canada ...........................4%

Other countries ............ 1%

1%

4%

Other countries

6%

22%

13%

20%

13%

14%

6%

Key Themes 
Recruitment and retention: two sides of the enrollment strategy coin—Recruitment of prospective students is 

central to school success; once students enroll, most stay unless the family moves or their economic situation 

requires a less expensive option. Efforts here should focus on getting applications started, as once families start 

their applications, they are more likely to follow through on next steps. Deposits have been proven to keep their 

intended purpose—to secure the commitment of students. In the area of retention, whole-school buy-in is critical, 

yet just three-in-ten schools (30%) report they have a school-wide retention committee. 

The competitive environment is local—While educational choice continues to expand worldwide, survey par-

ticipants perceive that local independent schools are still their main source of competition. One third of schools 

indicate they are marketing the development of the “whole child.” Providing a clear, more distinct point of difference 

to prospective families might aid them in choosing a particular school. 

Tuition remains a major barrier—Tuition is seen as a major barrier to recruitment, and among the relatively low 

number of families that leave a school, cost is one of the reasons they do so. The number of schools offering 

merit-based scholarships is not yet at the same level as in colleges and universities, but there is a significant upward 

trajectory. However, levels of tuition discounting will clearly impact schools’ abilities to meet financial goals, and 

tuition and aid must be part of a more comprehensive enrollment strategy. 

Marketing strategy is key—Schools are making good use of current social media tools for recruitment and reten-

tion.	Given	the	link	to	successful	application	completion,	marketing	efforts	should	continue	to	focus	on	more	

personalized and face-to-face activities (campus visits, interviews, school tours, videos of campus life, etc.). Interna-

tional students are now enrolled at a significant portion of schools, including day schools. Recruitment of—and sup-

port for—international students at many schools is still in need of formalizing and strengthening so that all students 

in independent schools are well served. 

Greater education is needed—The percentage of admission directors who are regularly interacting with the board 

or are included in tuition and financial aid budget decisions is low. Yet our survey results show that the schools that 

met their enrollment and tuition goals have admission directors who are more involved in decision making. The 

correlation between enrollment success and the admission director cannot be understated.
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25%
28%

Regular attendance 
at board meetings: 57% 

Key role in deciding tuition: 37% 

Key role in setting the financial 
aid budget: 30% 

Level of InfluenceEnrollment Outlook Tuition

$
56%

see tuition as a 
barrier to getting 
families to apply 

Marketing Activities

82%

produce
a traditional, 

printed 
viewbook

81%

use social media 
for both 

recruitment 
and retention 
of students

 59%
  

increased school 
tour activities 

in the 
last 2-3 years

International Students 

97%
 enroll international students 

84%
 travel outside the country to 

recruit international students

50% 50%

Boarding school 
directors of admission are 
50% female and 50% male

Average Boarding School
Director of Admission Salaries

Less than 
$50,000

$50,000– 
$74,999

$75,000 – 
$99,999

$100,000 – 
$124,999

$125,000 – 
$149,999

$150,000 – 
$174,999

$175,000+

1%

19%

8%

16%

3%

37 %

have a positive outlook
for their schools’ prospects

for enrollment growth

21%

did NOT meet
enrollment goals last year

30%

57% 37%

45%

of boarding
school salaries

are $100k+

Boarding School Admission Office
119 Schools Responding
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50%

have a positive outlook
for their schools’ prospects

for enrollment growth

23%

did NOT meet
enrollment goals last year

24%

of day
school salaries

are $100k+

$
Regular attendance 

at board meetings: 32% 

Key role in deciding tuition: 13%

Key role in setting 
the financial aid budget: 18%  

Level of Influence Enrollment OutlookTuition

46%

see tuition as a 
barrier to getting 
families to apply 

Marketing Activities

59%

produce
a traditional, 

printed 
viewbook

81%

use social media 
for both 

recruitment 
and retention 
of students

 56%
  

increased school 
tour activities 

in the 
last 2-3 years

International Students 

37%
 enroll international students 

20%
 travel outside the country to 

recruit international students

82%

18%

Average Day School
Director of Admission Salaries

Less than 
$50,000

$50,000– 
$74,999

$75,000 – 
$99,999

$100,000 – 
$124,999

$125,000 – 
$149,999

$150,000 
up to $174,999

$175,000+

1%

30%

18%

14%

7%

2%

27%

32% 13%

82% of day school directors 
of admission are female

18%

Day School Admission Office
533 Schools Responding
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A Challenged Profession
NAIS 2015-16 DASL reports that the gender breakdown of directors of admission is 78% female and 22% male. In 

terms of this survey, more women responded to this year’s survey than in the past. In 2013, the gender breakdown 

of respondents was 33% male and 67% female; this year, the response closely mirrors the NAIS DASL data with 24% 

male and 76% female. What is interesting to note is that an admission director’s gender seems to be related to the 

size of the school at which they are employed. 

Salary and the Connection to Enrollment
Overall, nearly three quarters (71%) of respondents report making less than $100,000 per year. The greatest percentage 

of admission directors at day schools (30%) falls in the $50,000 - $74,999 salary range, followed closely by 27% who are 

being paid in the $75,000 - $99,999 range. As in the 2013 report, salaries at boarding schools continue to be higher than 

day schools, with almost twice as many boarding school directors (45% vs 24%) being paid $100,000 or more. 

On a regional note, admission directors in the East, 

New England, and West are most likely to be paid in 

the highest three salary tiers. This likely corresponds 

to the overall higher cost of living and the larger num-

ber of boarding schools in these areas, where salaries 

and tuition are generally higher. A higher than average 

percentage of Canadian respondents are also paid 

$100,000 or more.

According to NAIS’s 2015-16 DASL data, female 

admission officers earn 25.6% less than male officers. 

Therefore, as expected, salary gender differences 

were reported here. Only 21% of the women admis-

sion directors completing this survey report a salary of 

$100,000 or more, while 51% of the male admission 

directors taking the survey earn $100,00 or more.

Only 21% of the women 
admission directors completing 
this survey report a salary of 
$100,000 or more, while 51% 
of the male admission directors 
taking the survey earn $100,000 
or more.

More than 1,000 Students

35%

65%

Gender of Admission Director vs. School Size

● Female     ● Male

Under 201 Students

14%

86%

201-300 Students

21%

79%

301-500 Students

82%

18%

501-700 Students

38%

62%

701-1,000 Students

33%

67%
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The Enrollment Management Association’s Executive 

Director Heather Hoerle believes that to attract and 

retain talent, schools have to be willing to pay higher 

wages for this position, given its role in generating 

operating revenue, and few would argue with that 

premise. What is eye opening about these survey data 

is that they show evidence that the more an admission 

director is paid, the more likely it is that he/she will 

meet both enrollment and net tuition revenue goals. 

Of course, many factors are at play here, including the 

overall reputation and health of the school. However, 

it is worth noting that of those reporting that they met 

neither their enrollment nor net tuition revenue goals 

last year, 67% of them are paid less $100,000.

Per NAIS DASL data, admission directors also earn less 

than	their	other	administrative	counterparts.	Given	the	

admission director’s role of generating most of the 

operating revenue of a school, this may leave admis-

sion directors questioning the true value placed on 

their position and challenge them to prove their critical 

contribution to the school community.

The higher the admission director's salary, the more likely he/she
will meet enrollment and net tuition revenue goals.

Salary and Goals

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Likelihood to meet enrollment 
& net tuition revenue goals

$50,000 –
$74,999

$75,000 –
$99,999

$100,000 –
$124,999

$125,000 –
$149,999

$150,000 –
$174,999

$175,000+

100%

86%
83%

66%

59%

37%

Continued on page 10
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Education and Training
Marketing (58%), predictive modeling and forecasting 

(56%), and data-driven decisions (55%) are the three key 

areas in which admission directors are most interested 

for future skill development. Strategic leadership and 

communications are also of interest.

Stubbornly, and despite real need for training and 

improved skill building, finance and budgeting remains 

low on the list of professional priorities for all admis-

sion directors. For example, and per this survey, 90% of 

those responding say they do not calculate a “cost per 

enrolled student.” Cost per enrolled student is a num-

ber routinely captured by enrollment managers at the 

college level and typically includes a formula such as 

Human Capital + Travel + Events + Marketing ÷ Num-

ber of Students = Cost Per Enrolled Student. As one 

would expect, these costs drive data-driven decisions 

about the allocation and investment of resources.

The USC Center for Enrollment Policy, Practice and 

Research (CERPP) recently undertook a survey of hun-

dreds of senior enrollment and admission officers in 

colleges and universities, asking what kinds of training 

and expertise were needed by people in the enroll-

ment field. 

Respondents indicated that student retention, data analysis, and financial aid were among the most important areas to 

be trained in enrollment management. Among the most desired courses for a degree program were research, finance, 

and strategic training.

A Narrowing Pipeline
Education and training of talent will become more important as the admission leadership pipeline continues to nar-

row. Only 57% of responding admission directors see themselves continuing in admission over the next five years; 

21% would like to become a head of school or move into another school leadership position; the remainder see 

themselves retiring (12%), no longer working in an independent school (8%), or teaching (2%). These numbers are 

similar to the 2013 report, in which 57% saw themselves continuing in admission, and 24% were interested in head-

ship or other school leadership positions. While this suggests a sustained and strong interest in advancing within 

schools, it leaves quite a large number of admission leadership seats to fill. 

A Challenged Profession

Areas of Skill 
Development

Marketing 58%

Predictive modeling and forecasting 56%

Use of data to drive decision making 55%

Strategic leadership 45%

Communications 40%

Admission office technology 38%

Student assessment/testing 25%

Finance/budgeting 24%

Personnel management 20%

International student recruitment 15%

Other 2%
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Accountability but No Control
Accountability and Still Lacking Control
As the call to action in our 2013 State of the Independent School Admission Industry report emphasized, admission 

directors must become part of the strategic conversations within their schools in order to navigate environmental 

complexities and manage increased responsibility for building sustainable enrollment models for their institutions. 

Yet, the 2016 survey did not find what we hoped for in results related to board interaction and roles in setting tuition 

and financial aid budgets.

In fact, in two years’ time, the situation remains unchanged. Despite industry recognition of the critical importance 

of enrollment management and advocacy on the part of The Enrollment Management Association and other 

national and regional organizations, independent school admission and enrollment leaders still do not have a seat 

at the proverbial leadership table. 

Level of Board Interaction
Leadership recognition and partici-

pation is critical to an admission or 

enrollment director’s success, yet  

only 37% of respondents attend 

board meetings regularly, and just 

32% only present when called to 

attend. Boarding school directors 

were more likely to regularly attend 

board meetings. The numbers 

prove there is still a long way to go 

for the admission industry as  

a whole.

Interestingly, a great majority of survey respondents (86%) indicate they report directly to the head, and 83% are part 

of the school’s senior leadership team—yet this does not translate to regular participation in strategic board discus-

sions. This is a disconnect on which heads should reflect and take action, and admission and enrollment leaders 

who report to their heads must ask themselves why their presence is not required. 

Are we as an industry mobilizing to secure a seat at the leadership table? Have you made headway in presenting 

the case for increased leadership on your campus? If you do report to the board, are you maximizing your oppor-

tunities to make trustees aware of key market trends, to educate them in the basic tenets and critical nuances of 

enrollment science, and to demonstrate your own value? These and other questions must be addressed, since the 

future of our schools is rooted firmly in strategic enrollment management. 

32%

7%

24% 37%

Admission’s Involvement
with the Board

Not involved
 with the board

Provides
 information,

 does not
 attend meetings

Regularly attends 
board meetings

Present at 
board meetings 
when asked

86% of admission leaders report to the head of school,  
and 83% of admission directors claim they are members  

of their school’s senior leadership team— 
but only 37% regularly attend board meetings.

Continued on page 12
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Role in Deciding Tuition
Despite significant responsibility for revenue generation and school sus-

tainability, another major disconnect exists between what independent 

school admission leaders are accountable for and what they control. Surely 

nothing has changed in last two years in terms of tuition dependency 

across independent schools. NAIS DASL notes that tuition and fees gener-

ate 92.4% of all revenue for day schools, with net tuition revenue at 77.7%, 

while tuition and fees for boarding schools generate 69.4% and net tuition 

revenue at 49.7%. According to NBOA, tuition revenue represents 88.1% of 

the operating budget at Canadian independent schools. Yet, the admission 

team plays a significantly limited role in setting tuition. 

Only 17% of our respondents indicate they play a key role in deciding 

tuition. Again, the survey responses indicate somewhat more influence 

in this area for boarding school directors. The critical point here is that 

admission directors need to gain a greater understanding of tuition elasticity 

and address the disconnect that the person charged with bringing in the 

tuition dollars has little influence in the discussion. 

NAIS Principle  
of Good Practice
“The school ensures that the 

primary admissions profes-

sional is a member of one 

of the leadership teams, and 

all admission and enrollment 

management professionals, 

as primary representatives 

of the school in many are-

nas, have strong support for 

professional development and 

unwavering direction from 

the head of school to fulfill 

the letter and the spirit of all 

of these principles of good 

practice, especially in the con-

text of challenges to meeting 

enrollment goals.” 

Source: http://www.nais.org/Series/Pages/ 

Admissions.aspx 

Accountability but No Control

Role of Admission in
Setting Tuition

49%

Provide information,
but not part of 

decision

34%

No influence
17%

Key role

NAIS DASL notes that tuition and fees generate 92.4% of all 
revenue for day schools, with net tuition revenue at 77.7%, while 
tuition and fees for boarding schools are 69.4% and net tuition 
revenue at 49.7%. 
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Role in Setting the Financial Aid Budget
Similar to what is seen for tuition setting, admission has a limited role 

and level of influence in setting the financial aid budget, with only 21% of 

respondents indicating that they play a key role.

The role of tuition discounting—whether it be realized through financial aid 

or merit aid—is a critical enrollment management strategy, perhaps even 

more so than setting the level of tuition. As the number of families capable 

of paying our schools’ tuitions continues to decline, tuition discounting 

becomes even more integral to shaping the school community in ways 

consistent with both the school’s mission and its financial and market real-

ities. Directors of admission must to be part of these discussions with the 

board, head, business officer, and other senior leaders to ensure best use 

and direction of the school’s resources.

Role of Admission in
Setting the Financial Aid Budget

An additional 3% reported financial aid was not oered at their school.

21%

Key role in 
financial aid 
budgeting

32%

Influence 
financial aid 
budgeting

45%

No influence
on financial aid 

budget

Determining Financial  
Aid Awards
The responsibility for determining 

financial aid awards falls across 

numerous departments from 

school to school. While the admis-

sion office determines awards in 

32% of responding schools, at 26% 

of schools, the business office 

does so, and in just 15% of schools, 

the financial aid office determines 

awards. 

These data are complicated by 

the many different organizational 

structures at independent schools. 

Regardless, financial aid is an 

enrollment management tool and 

the admission director’s involve-

ment in how awards are allocated 

is critical to ensure that aid alloca-

tion is aligned with enrollment and 

net tuition revenue goals and the 

school’s mission.



Enrollment Outlook:  
Is the Future Bright?
Nearly eight years since the start of the economic recession, and in light of an expanding array of educational 

options, how are schools faring, and how do admission directors feel about their schools’ future enrollment pros-

pects? This survey asked participants about admission results, prospects for the near-term future, key sources of 

competition, and the role admission directors play in decision making. 

Enrollment Goals Met?
Only 43% of the schools responding to this survey 

received more applications than spaces available. Most 

troubling—22% of responding schools did not reach 

their enrollment goals for the year. While a wait list is 

only a proxy for market demand (since we would want 

to know the number of bona fide applicants on the 

wait list for whom there is no financial aid or program 

limitation to enroll), it certainly may be a sign of the 

times in terms of declining numbers of school-aged 

children and less than promising household income 

indicators (particularly in the U.S.).

Somewhat notably, Midwest schools are most likely (32% 

as compared with the total average of 22%) to answer 

that they did not reach enrollment goals last year. New 

England schools are the second most likely to answer 

this way, at 29%. Only 4% of the responding Canadian 

schools indicate they did not reach enrollment goals. 

While day and boarding schools answer this question 

similarly, boarding schools, slightly more often than day 

counterparts (14% as compared to 10%), indicate that 

they managed an extensive waiting list. Numbers also 

show a trend of larger schools doing better in reaching 

enrollment goals and managing larger waiting lists. 

Selectivity & Demand
We received many more applications than 
available spots and managed an extensive 
wait list of students in most grades

11%

We received more applications than 
available spots and managed a small wait 
list of students in several grades

32%

We generally accepted all qualified 
students and reached our enrollment 
goals by the start of the year

27%

We did not reach our enrollment goals 
until several weeks into the school year 7%

We did not reach our enrollment goals  
last year 22%

I do not know 1%

14
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The National Picture
John	Chubb,	the	late	president	of	NAIS,	and	his	colleague	Constance	Clark	
offered the following analysis of national enrollment trends in an article based 
on the 2015-16 NAIS Trendbook: 

“The past decade has been challenging for 

many independent schools. Nearly half of 

the 939 schools in an analysis of enrollment 

change between 2006-2007 and 2013-2014 

lost students ... while a bit more than half grew 

in enrollment. Schools that serve only day 

students follow the industry-wide pattern, but 

day schools that have boarding components 

are more likely to be growing than declining 

... Regional variations in enrollment change 

patterns are noteworthy. In the East region, 

which	consists	of	New	York	and	New	Jersey	and	includes	the	powerful	New	York	City	economy,	almost	65	

percent of the schools are in the growth categories, and nearly half of these are high growth. The same story 

applies to the West and Southwest. In these parts of the country, where long-term economic growth has 

remained more consistent, schools are more likely to be growing than declining. In contrast, the Mid-Atlantic 

region, dominated by Baltimore and Philadelphia, has more decliners than gainers. The New England, Mid-

west, and Southeast regions are equally divided between gaining and declining schools. Region, and specifi-

cally economic climate and population growth, clearly matters.” 

Source: https://www.nais.org/Articles/Pages/Enrollment-Trends-in-Independent-Schools.aspx
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Net Tuition Revenue Goals
Net tuition revenue is the actual money in tuition and fees that a school 

collects, net of all discounts and aid provided. This is the budget num-

ber around which a school must focus in order for its operations to be 

financially sustainable. According to a report released by the National 

Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) in May 

2016, the tuition discount rate for first-time freshmen at private, nonprofit 

colleges and universities is estimated to reach 48.6% in 2015-16. This 

means that incoming freshmen are only generating about half of the rev-

enue from published tuitions and fees—and, most importantly, that private 

colleges and universities are relying on deep discounts to enroll students. 

The ability for these schools to sustain this financial model is in ques-

tion. Per the Tuition Discount Rates chart provided by NAIS, independent 

school tuition discounting has been on the rise, perhaps signaling the 

need for schools to look hard and fast at their financial model.

Our survey revealed a similarly uneasy statistic about the overall enroll-

ment health of independent K-12 schools. Only one-half of schools 

(52%) responding to this survey met both their enrollment and net tuition 

revenue goals last year. About one-quarter met one or the other but not 

both goals, and 17%—or 110 schools—did not meet either. 

Schools that do not meet their goals initially will often admit additional 

students midway through the year to meet tuition goals. While this is not 

ideal, it is critical for the school’s financial sustainability. During these times, 

admission teams and other school leaders should be transparent with fac-

ulty and staff to promote an understanding that the potential disruptions of 

integrating new students mid-year is a necessary part of school operation. 

Enrollment & Revenue Goals

Met both 
enrollment and 

net tuition revenue 
goals

Met enrollment 
goal, but not net 

tuition revenue goal

Met net tuition 
revenue goal, but 

not enrollment goal

Met neither 
enrollment or net 

tuition revenue goal
Do not know

52% 12% 12% 17% 7%

Growing 
Tuition 

Discount  
Rates at NAIS 

Schools
Source: NAIS DASL (All Schools Reporting)

2015- 
16

2005-
06

All Schools 15.1% 11.8%

Boarding 27% 20.5%

Boarding/
Day 25.7% 19.4%

Day 14.4% 10.7%

Day/
Boarding 21.4% 15.9%

Enrollment Outlook: Is the Future Bright?
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Budget Involvement & Meeting Goals

Total

Admission 
office has 
key role 

deciding its 
budget

Admission 
office is 

not directly 
part of the 

budget 
decision

Admission 
office has 

limited 
influence 
on budget 
decision

Admission 
office does 
not manage 

budget

Met both enrollment and net 
tuition revenue goals

52% 62% 55% 47% 33%

Met enrollment goal but not 
net tuition revenue goal

12% 10% 11% 19% 10%

Met net tuition revenue goal 
but not enrollment goal 

12% 8% 11% 16% 19%

Met neither enrollment goal or 
net tuition revenue goal

17% 15% 19% 16% 22%

Do not know 7% 4% 5% 3% 16%

There appears to be a direct connection between the amount of control the admission office has over its 

own budget and how successful the school is at meeting both its enrollment and net tuition revenue goals. 

Managing Budget and Meeting Goals
More than eight-in-ten admission directors (81%) manage the admission budget and have the final decision about 

how funds are spent. In schools where the admission director does not manage the budget, the business office 

(52%) or head of school (32%) generally has that responsibility. The admission directors who manage their own bud-

gets definitely have a role in developing the budget. 

There appears to be a direct connection between the amount of control the admission office has over its own 

budget and how successful the school is at meeting both its enrollment and net tuition revenue goals. The data 

show clearly that increased responsibility and accountability is required for admission teams to succeed in delivering 

students, and in meeting financial goals. 
Continued on page 19
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What Admission Directors Need 
to Bring to the Financial Table
Jeffrey	Shields,	FASAE,	CAE 

President and CEO, National Business Officers Association

I’ve worked with business officers for many years in both higher education and independent schools, and the 

one thing that has consistently set “good” business officers apart from “great” ones is their ability to explain 

financial issues in non-financial terms to non-financial people. Regardless of a school’s size or student popu-

lation, the business officer who can explain its finances in a way the many different stakeholders can under-

stand and appreciate is the mark of an outstanding professional. Even better, those 

talents reflect an outstanding partner to the leaders who also have influence 

over the school’s revenue and expenses—the head of school, trustees and 

leaders in admission, advancement, academics and so on.

Likewise, a great admission director can be a valuable part-

ner to the business officer, especially during discussions 

about financial aid and perhaps even tuition-setting discus-

sions. How? By taking all the qualitative data you collect in 

your work in the admission office, and then organizing it in 

a way that makes it meaningful and actionable to the head 

of school, trustees, and business officer with whom you 

work. Here are four advantages an admission director can 

bring to the table during discussions about financial aid 

and tuition:

1. Remember that you possess competitive intelligence that is critical to your school’s future success. Collect 

and codify it to answer these two all-important questions: Why do your families choose your school? Why 

do other families choose a school down the street? Frame the information in a way that is accessible, com-

pelling, and actionable for your colleagues. Break it down into a table, chart, or graph. Make your data “tell 

a story.” 

2. Be the “keeper” of demographic data for your school’s market. Trustees are focused on the future, and 

your ability to describe and forecast the next generation of students will make you an invaluable partner to 

them. NBOA offers demographic research services called DemographicsNow which could help you illumi-

nate the future for your colleagues. NBOA membership is an institutional offering, granting access to these 

data (and NBOA publications) for admission teams and anyone employed at your school

3. Keep the current year admission statistics (number of applications, visits, waitlists, etc.) top of mind so that 

others have no doubt that you are the expert and your finger is on the pulse of the school!

4. Know your school’s net tuition number. If you want to be a good partner to the business officer, head of 

school, and trustee, demonstrate that you will manage financial aid to make sure that your school’s net 

tuition number is in alignment with your school’s long-range financial plan.

The admission officer and the business officer have a great deal in common in their ability to support the 

school’s decisions and advance its financial sustainability. Translate your expertise into language he or she 

understands and appreciates, and you’ll be invaluable partners as well.

Demographic Data

Admission Stats
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Enrollment Growth and Outlook 
The survey also asked admission directors to describe 

their expectations for future enrollment. More than 

half, 56%, indicate their schools are seeking to increase 

enrollment. Directors from boarding schools are less 

likely than those from day schools (43% vs 59%) to 

answer that they are seeking to increase enrollment. 

Directors from smaller schools are more likely to say 

their schools plan to increase enrollment, even though 

data show more small schools are struggling to meet 

current enrollment goals. 

About four-in-ten are seeking to maintain current 

enrollment levels, and almost no schools are looking to 

reduce	enrollment.	Given	the	number	of	schools	not	

meeting their enrollment goals last year, school lead-

ers should consider deliberate downsizing as a way to 

achieve a more balanced and sustainable budget. 

When asked to indicate their outlook for enrollment 

growth over the next five years, admission directors 

responded positively, with nearly half indicating the pro-

jected five-year growth in enrollment looks excellent or 

Future Enrollment
Expectations

56%

2%

1%

41%

Deliberately seeking to increase 
enrollment ................................................56%

Seeking to maintain enrollment  
at current levels ....................................... 41%

Deliberately seeking to  
downsize enrollment ............................... 2%

Do not know ...............................................1%

Continued on page 20
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Is this general positivity a 
driving force that is backed 

by a market analysis, or does 
it reflect an unrealistic view, 

given the significant number of 
schools that are not meeting 

enrollment numbers? 

very good. Day schools appear to have a more 

positive mindset (50% said prospects 

were excellent or very good) compared 

to boarding schools (37%). Regionally, 

there are slightly more positive outlooks in 

the Southwest, Southeast, and West, as well 

as in Canada. The outlook is slightly less positive in the 

Midwest and New England, a finding that aligns with 

the fact that schools in those regions answer more 

often	that	they	did	not	meet	enrollment	goals.	Gener-

ally, larger schools have more a more positive five-year 

outlook, perhaps simply because their multiple grades 

offer greater growth opportunity and flexible strategy.

Is this general positivity a driving force that is backed by 

a market analysis, or does it reflect an unrealistic view, 

given the significant number of schools that are not 

meeting enrollment numbers? Enrollment managers 

and admission teams need to examine their market 

demand, demographic and census data, and other 

critical market factors to assess if this is false hope or 

actually the glimmer of a brighter future. 

Enrollment Outlook: Is the Future Bright?
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Continued on page 22

Like Politics, All Competition is Local
According to survey participants, the competitive envi-

ronment remains at the local level and within physical 

reach, with “other independent schools in their local 

area” (55%), “traditional public schools” (48%) and “pub-

lic charter/magnet schools” (31%) representing a signifi-

cant or extremely large challenge for admission. 

While locality might seem to be a more important factor 

for day schools than boarding schools, 2014-15 annual 

statistics from The Association of Boarding Schools 

(TABS) reveal that of all domestic boarding students, 

“40% of them attend boarding school in their home 

state or province; almost half of the rest (27%) enroll in 

an adjacent state or province.” 

National data backs up the substantial concern about 

competition for independent schools from charter 

schools: According to the 2015-16 NAIS Trendbook, the 

National Alliance for Public Charter Schools reports that 

in the decade from 2003-04 to 2013-14, the number of 

charter schools increased by 118 percent. 

Other Independent 
Schools  

55% 

Traditional Public  
Schools 

48%

Public Charter/ 
Magnet Schools 

31%
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What about your market? 

Have you seen these new types of K-12 schools yet? 

Can you quantify how many students are going to these schools? 

How many children in your region are homeschooled? 

According to our survey, the sense of competition 

from less “local” or “traditional” schooling for indepen-

dent schools is low. International or regional schools 

are not seen as a threat and, while certainly “local” 

but not a traditional schooling format, homeschool-

ing and online schools are also not deemed to be an 

enrollment threat, with only 5% or fewer seeing these 

schooling formats as a significant or extremely large 

challenge. 

While respondents do not seem focused on homes-

chooling as a threat, the national numbers are worthy 

of schools’ attention: The National Center for Education 

Statistics (NCES) reports that in 2011-12, 3.4% of U.S. 

school-age children were being taught at home. More 

recent NCES numbers are not yet available, but the 

numbers at that time were significant and represented a 

larger growth trend than previously estimated.

Despite the meteoric rise in homeschooling, SSAT test 

taker data indicates no change or increase in the num-

ber of test takers currently being homeschooled. How 

can we and why are we not capturing this market?

Enrollment Outlook: Is the Future Bright?
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Emerging For-Profit Schools
Only 5% of respondents saw for-profit schools as a significant or extremely 

large challenge. However, The Enrollment Management Association’s 

recent report Sizing up the Competition: Exploring Educational Choice in 

Today’s Independent School Market described in detail the competition 

posed by new and fast-growing for-profit networks, noting that leaders 

at these new schools are usually former leaders of independent schools. 

These models—like BASIS and AltSchool—are less expensive and are already 

appealing to traditional independent school families, as they offer many 

of the same value propositions as independent schools, such as rigorous 

academic programs, personalized learning opportunities, and smaller class 

sizes. This “new competition” could become a force to be reckoned with 

as executives of these for-profit institutions have plans for major expansion. 

Most recently, BASIS Independent Schools announced the opening of 

another campus in New York City in fall 2016. With a tuition of $29,500 for 

grades K-8, this may not sound like a bargain for many, but tuitions at NYC 

independent schools tend to run upwards of $45,000. Even if these schools 

might not be as familiar, admission offices should be aware of them, assess 

their presence in the regional marketplace, and be ready to firm up their 

own value proposition in the face of this new competition. 

Continued on page 24 These models—
like BASIS and 

AltSchool—are less 
expensive and are 
already appealing 

to traditional 
independent 

school families, as 
they offer many 

of the same value 
propositions as 
independent 

schools
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Nearly 50% indicate tuition  
is a major barrier  

to apply and enroll

Tuition as a Barrier
Not surprisingly, tuition is seen as a barrier to enroll-

ment, with nearly 50% of admission directors indicating 

it is a significant or great barrier to securing applications 

and enrolling students. Less than 10% report that tuition 

offers barely or no barrier at all. 

As we know, tuition is a complex issue intimately 

intertwined with the notions of value and price elas-

ticity, and one of the important components of a full 

enrollment strategy. While it is true that people tend to 

pay more for what they value (e.g. $5 Starbucks coffee), 

admission directors and their teams must understand 

their particular market’s economic realities in order to 

get a better handle on tuition’s “tipping point.” 

In his blog “What Does It Mean to Be Affordable?”1, Mark 

Mitchell,	Vice	President	at	NAIS,	notes	that	“in	2002-03,	

families earning more than $150,000 per year made up 

6.4 percent of all financial aid applicants. In 2009-10, 

the figure jumped to 18.8 percent and stood at 23.9 

percent by 2014-15.” Mitchell advises, “By engaging in a 

mission-centered process that explores the confluence 

of tuition, community realities (such as income, demo-

graphics, and demand), and enrollment goals that are 

both quantitative (how many students do we need to 

make budget?) and qualitative (what type of students 

do we want to stay true to mission?), you can find the 

answers to your key affordability questions, too.” 

1http://www.nais.org/Independent-Ideas/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=432

Enrollment Outlook: Is the Future Bright?
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Merit Scholarships
While merit aid is a de facto aspect of the college admission process today, it remains a somewhat controversial 

topic for independent schools. Slightly less than a third (29%) of all schools surveyed offer merit scholarship awards, 

though 58% of boarding schools report doing so, compared to 22% of day schools. Yet, that day school number 

jumps to 37% if we look only at high schools (not day schools with lower grades). It is also worth noting that the 

responding Canadian schools are the group most likely to offer merit scholarships. 

According to our survey, merit aid requirements for vetting recipients is primarily based on academic achievement 

from the previous school (82%). To some degree, community involvement (68%) is a requirement, as are admission 

test scores (63%). 

Given	that	nearly	50%	of	independent	school	admission	directors	report	that	tuition	is	an	enrollment	barrier,	should	

merit scholarships be a tool worth more consideration? Of course, merit scholarships impact financial goals, and 

schools must also manage parent expectations. In addition, many experts in the industry, including NAIS’s Mark 

Mitchell, believe that schools should utilize merit aid as way to increase the quality of their student base, not to 

incentivize enrollment.

Predicting Yield
Survey participants indicate that 

the three most important fun-

nel metrics for predicting yield 

at their schools are whether the 

student completed an application, 

visited the campus, or scheduled 

an interview. As we explore else-

where in this report, successful 

school admission officers are wisely 

bolstering these more high-touch, 

personalized experiences inside 

their admission practices.

37% of day schools supporting  
grades 9-12 report offering merit aid.

Student Visits Campus

Student Completes Application

Student
Schedules
Interview

Funnel Metrics Used  
to Predict Yield
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In fall 2014, we published a report, The Ride to Independent Schools, 

which chronicled the independent school application experience of 2,313 

families. One of the major lessons learned from that survey research was 

that successful independent school enrollment managers must become 

hyper-focused on meeting each family’s needs and individual interests 

during the admission process—connecting with and getting to know each 

applicant and family in an authentic way. Therefore, this survey specifically 

asked admission directors about their marketing and recruitment tactics 

and how they are investing their resources. Respondents’ answers revealed 

two simultaneous shifts in marketing efforts and budgets: a shift from print 

to online efforts and a shift toward personalized activities. 

A Shift from Print to Online … and to Personalization
The viewbook has long been an admission office’s centerpiece. Certainly 

the viewbook is not gone in independent schools— 64% of our respondents 

have a traditional viewbook, and Canadian schools are most likely to produce 

a viewbook. The number is much higher (82%) in boarding schools, where 

perhaps it is most important to “paint a picture” of life at a school. 

Overall, more than a third of schools responding (36%) no longer produce 

and print a viewbook. Equally important, the distribution of the viewbook 

appears to have changed, presumably to save money and because of the 

shift in its purpose from being a “teaser” piece to a takeaway piece. For 

those schools still producing a viewbook, just over half (56%) continue to 

mail their viewbooks to all inquiries/applicants; 16% will mail it if specifically 

requested; 26% make the viewbook available in their offices for families to 

take when visiting.

As in higher education, the viewbook is likely in the midst of a transforma-

tion. Many colleges have moved viewbooks to a digital format (saving costs 

and helping track readers) or to a hybrid of digital and smaller-run print 

versions. In addition, there is an industry shift from “outbound” marketing 

(direct mail, ads, etc.) to “inbound” marketing, which involves maximizing 

social media and other technology platforms to share interesting content 

into the information stream where potential students will find it.

Other survey data also indicate shifts from print to online. For example, 

schools are using fewer print ads; more than half of schools (53%) indicate 

that they decreased print advertising in the last year. Seventy-one percent 

(71%) of schools are increasing their activity in social media geared toward 

prospective families. 

In our family survey, we learned that parents seek a number of additional 

informational resources when they apply to private schools. As reported in 

The Ride to Independent Schools, 31% of parents seek more opportunities 

to interact with current students and to visit classes, as well as more infor-

More than  
1/3 of schools  
NO	LONGER	 

print a viewbook.

Those with 
viewbooks may 

mail to all applicants 
or just have them in 
the admission office 

waiting room.

Marketing and Recruitment 
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Areas of
Schools’ 

Increased
Marketing

Activity

Faculty/Sta� Education

Videos of Campus Life

Social Media 

Hosting Community Events

School Tours

mation about the academic programs; 29% of parents want more oppor-

tunities to meet with teachers and faculty, and 28% would have liked more 

information about the admission process and expectations for applicants. 

Independent schools are heeding the call: according to this survey, at least 

50% of responding schools have increased their marketing activity in the 

areas of school tours, faculty/staff education, videos of campus life, and 

hosting community events. These are all efforts that can offer prospective 

students a more personal experience. As Scott Stratten, author of UnMar-

keting: Stop Marketing. Start Engaging, noted in his closing keynote at our 

2014 Annual Meeting, “Parents are loyal to one brand—their child.” 

Leading Marketing and Defining the Unique Value Proposition 
Marketing is a key driver for every school. Controlling and developing 

the messages around brand and value help drive the success of every 

independent school. Seventy-one percent (71%) of admission directors 

who participated in the 2013 survey indicated that they have marketing and 

communications responsibilities in addition to their other responsibilities. 

This year, we sought to find out how many schools employ a dedicated 

director of marketing and communications. Seventy-four percent (74%) of 

those answering the survey indicate that their school employs a director 

of marketing and communications, yet only 66% of these directors are 

responsible for admission marketing. More study is needed, as it appears 

that schools are placing a higher value on marketing efforts in fundraising 

than student recruitment. 

When asked to pick the single focal message of their marketing efforts, 33% 

of survey respondents indicate the “development of the whole child.” This 

was followed at a great distance by “personalized attention” and “academic 

rigor” (both at 9%) and a “personalized learning program” (8%). 

While this “whole child” messaging aligns with independent schools’ long-

standing commitment to academics, arts, and character development, 

it does not necessarily lend itself to differentiation between and among 

the many other K-12 educational options for families. As described in our 

report Sizing up the Competition: Exploring Educational Choice in Today’s 

Independent School Market, innovative and less-expensive options have very 

well-articulated philosophies of teaching and learning, and their messaging 

tends to focus on experiential learning, 21st century skills, academic rigor, 

personalized attention, personalized learning, and project-based learning. 

74% of schools have a director  
of marketing/communications.
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Half of Schools Now Enroll  
International Students
In this survey, nearly half of all responding schools indi-

cate they enroll international students. The most nota-

ble data came from day schools, 37% of which indicate 

that they now enroll international students. Mainland 

China is the country most likely to send students; 83% of 

respondents indicate it was the top 1 or 2 sending coun-

try. South Korea follows, with 29% reporting it as 1 or 2. 

This to some degree aligns with the 2015 NAIS Survey 

on International Students, which reported that interna-

tional students enrolled in NAIS member schools were 

most commonly from China (90 percent), followed by 

South	Korea	(48	percent),	and	Germany	(35	percent).	

Joshua	Clark,	Director	of	Admissions	at	Hawaii	Prepara-

tory Academy, writing in our 2016 report Understanding 

the International Market: A primer on the international 

market for heads, boards, and enrollment leaders, 

offers this insight into the dominant sending countries: 

“Most countries that produce boarding students have 

three things in common: 1) They are pro-U.S. educa-

tion; 2) Their economy is strong enough to support 

more than just a handful of elites; and 3) Their culture 

is open to having children go abroad at a younger age. 

There are only a few countries that fulfill all three crite-

ria, mostly in East Asia. This is why most schools get the 

bulk	of	their	international	students	from	China,	Japan,	

Korea, and Taiwan.”

Mirroring trends in higher education, the number of 

schools (including day schools) enrolling international 

students to fill seats and diversify their student bodies 

continues to grow, as does the size of the international 

student population in NAIS member schools. SSAT test-

taker data reveal a corresponding growth of interna-

tional families’ interest in day schools—in the 2015-16 

admission year, 20% of the international students regis-

tering to take the SSAT (i.e. those registrants outside the 

U.S. and Canada) indicated an interest in day schools 

only, and 27% indicated an interest in both boarding 

and day schools; in 2014-15, those numbers were 16% 

and 30% respectively. And, according to this survey, 35% 

of schools are offering financial aid to international stu-

dents, with boarding schools being much more likely to 

do so (67%) than day schools (16%). 

To sustain international student programs and stay true 

to their missions, schools new to the international mar-

ket must establish effective practices for recruiting and 

evaluating prospects, as well as effective orientation 

and community integration, strong academic support, 

and safe and reliable housing. This survey reveals that 

not surprisingly, boarding schools, which are more 

established in the international student marketplace, 

have in place more active recruitment activities and 

more student services for international students. 

International Students 

35% of schools provide  
financial aid to  

international students.

97% of boarding schools AND  
37% of day schools recruit 

international students.
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Recruiting and Evaluating International Prospects 
Of the schools with international students, 44% of their admission directors 

report that at least one person from the admission office has traveled inter-

nationally in the past year to recruit students. Among those schools that 

have already committed to traveling for international student recruitment, 

the amount of their travel is on the rise: 65% of day schools are traveling 

more; 40% of boarding schools are traveling more.

For those 56% who are not traveling, and are instead relying on “armchair 

recruiting,” our assumption is that they are relying on agents to help build 

their classes. In the 2015 NAIS Survey on International Students, more than 

six-in-ten respondents in schools serving international students indicated 

that they used agents in the recruitment process. Using agents has been a 

controversial topic in student recruitment at the college level and in inde-

pendent schools, and is a practice that should be handled carefully and 

strategically; it is critical to ensure that an agent is reputable, is on board 

with your mission and enrollment goals, and has the student’s/family’s and 

school’s best interest at heart. 

Admission teams recruiting international students report that their two 

biggest challenges in doing so (rated as extremely large or significant 

challenges) are determining students’ English proficiency and assessing the 

academic strength of the students’ current schools. 

Because of the high cost of travel and the time needed to truly understand 

the educational systems of sending countries, admission professionals at 

schools committed to enrolling international students need training and 

financial support to ensure strong returns on their admission investment. 

Travel Abroad to Recruit?

84% Boarding
40% of boarding schools are traveling  

more than 2-3 years ago

20% Day
65% of day schools are traveling  

more than 2-3 years ago

Allison Rainville, author of the 

NAIS book International Stu-

dents in Independent Schools, 

writes, “The decision to enroll 

international students has 

far-reaching implications,” and 

offers these questions as an 

initial self-study: 

•	Why	does	the	school	want	

international students, and 

what does it hope to gain 

from their presence?

•	Are	these	reasons	consistent	

with the school’s educational 

philosophy and purpose? 

•	Is	the	entire	school	—	

trustees, administrators, 

teachers, alumni, students, 

parents — willing to 

change to accommodate 

international students?

•	To	what	limits	is	the	school	

willing to commit its 

resources, energy, heritage, 

and future to maintaining a 

multinational student body?
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Where are International Students Living?

Homestay

45%
Dorms

36%
Other

21%
Off campus

3%

Housing and Supporting Students
Once schools attract and enroll international students, how are they helping them adjust to their new lives? One 

important factor is where the students live. Nearly half (45%) of all the schools offer homestay programs, in addition 

to on-campus dormitories (36%). Day schools report 70% of international students stay in homestays, while another 

31% answer “other,” such as with a parent who has relocated for this purpose.

About half (48%) of all schools with international students offer ESL support. Boarding schools offer it at a much 

greater rate (66%). 

In the end, recruitment of—and support for—international students must be formalized and strengthened in order to 

ensure sustainable and mission-appropriate programs. 

International Students

+ Advice from the Admission Leadership Council
What should schools consider when beginning international recruitment? 
•	Do	not	jump	into	the	international	market	if	you	view	it	as	profit	center.

•	Start	with	one	market	–	get	a	contact	on	the	ground,	visit	the	region,	and	know	what	your	school	can	manage.

•	Spend	a	year	in	planning	and	getting	to	know	the	territory.	Understand	why	students	from	a	particular	country	
will benefit your school and learn about the culture and how you and your school community can support 
these student to success.

•	Don’t	do	it	alone.	Do	your	research	and	use	your	current	parents	as	resources.

•	Start	small	by	enrolling	one	or	two	students	the	first	year.	Talk	with	schools	that	currently	have	a	program	 
to learn from their successes and failures. Make sure you have a structure for host family recruitment  
and selection.

•	Make	sure	you	have	someone	on	campus	to	be	the	point	person	for	the	cultural	adjustment	many	of	the	
international kids need. 

•	Send	your	senior	admission	officer	overseas.
The Admission Leadership Council (ALC) serves as The Enrollment Management Association’s professional voice for members. A volunteer group, the 
ALC convenes and facilitates annual and regional meetings of members, advocates for the critical role of admission in schools, and develops blogs and 
webinars. Learn more about the ALC at www.enrollment.org/alc
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In strategic enrollment management, retention plays just as key a role as 

recruitment. And as the old adage goes, it costs more to recruit a new 

student	than	to	retain	one	who	is	currently	enrolled.	Given	its	importance,	

this year we asked survey participants about their practices and their results 

in this area.

Retention Committees
Just	three-in-ten	schools	(30%)	

report they have a retention com-

mittee. In six out of ten schools with 

retention committees, admission 

directors lead them. In the remain-

ing schools, the head of school or 

the associate/assistant head gener-

ally leads the retention committee. 

While the way schools functionally 

organize may account for the lack of 

formal committees, the low num-

bers here are nonetheless surprising.

While retention is a key part of an 

admission director’s role, it’s import-

ant that it not be seen only as his or 

her job. Directors of admission need 

allies, and retention should be a 

school-wide priority. As noted in the 

Marketing and Recruitment section 

of this report, respondents indicate 

an increase in efforts to educate 

faculty/staff, which is encouraging. 

When training faculty, admission 

directors might give them tangible 

information to help them see their 

influence. For example, “Your four 

classes represent $600,000 in net 

tuition revenue—that’s your salary 

and the salaries/benefits of other 

teachers.”

In terms of re-enrollment, at nearly 

75% of schools, the admission 

office is responsible for the re- 

enrollment process. Admission 

directors need to ensure the pro-

cess is “retention-friendly” and not 

just an exercise in bill collection. 

This is a recommended practice 

for ensuring a strong system, and 

it should be managed by a lead 

administrator responsible for enroll-

ment management.

Retention 

Just	 
three-in-ten  

schools (30%) 
have a retention 

committee. 

●

In six out of 
ten schools 

with retention 
committees, 
admission  

directors lead  
them.
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Attrition 
Most responding schools have not 

seen a significant increase in volun-

tary attrition over the past three to 

five years, indicating a good degree 

of stability. Parents relocating or 

selecting a more affordable option 

are the major factors contributing to 

students departing. Dissatisfaction 

with the school’s academic pro-

gram (17%) or social environment 

(16%) also play a role in attrition. 

These data point to the good job 

both admission teams and schools 

are doing to bring in the right-fit, 

mission-appropriate students. 

Nearly half of the schools surveyed (49%) are not experiencing any measurable increases in non-voluntary attrition, 

although 22% are seeing slight increases. Academic probation is cited 10% of the time and academic violations are 

only cited by 6% of admission directors, while conduct and behavior issues are mentioned by about 15% as the 

main reasons for non-voluntary attrition.

2015-2016 NAIS DASL data indicate that average and median attrition rates are higher for smaller schools than larger 

schools. This is concerning given that smaller schools are more susceptible to cash flow issues associated with not 

meeting tuition and enrollment goals. It is worth noting that average and median attrition rates are also higher for 

coed schools and elementary grades. Finally, the data also show that overall attrition rates have not changed signifi-

cantly over the past three years. 

Voluntary Attrition

Reasons for leaving:

Parents Relocating More A�ordable Option

+ Advice from the Admission Leadership Council
What’s the best way to ensure retention of current students?
•	Institute	strong	transition	programming	between	divisions	(if	applicable).		Create	unique	experiences.

•	Start	early!		We	start	in	October	with	student-to-student	days,	parent-to-parent	days,	and	school-to-parent	
days at the key transition grades.

•	If	you	feel	the	family	would	benefit	from	more	information,	be	proactive	and	reach	out	to	schedule	time	on	
their behalf with the school head, diversity director, financial aid director, etc.

•	Ensure	regular	academic	review	meetings,	and	ensure	teachers	provide	personal	follow-up	and	outreach	to	all	
students.  

•	Train	faculty	on	how	to	have	conversations	with	families	who	are	waffling	in	their	decision	to	stay.

•	Respond	to	rumors	immediately,	and	call	parents	directly.

•	Track	and	analyze	student	attrition	data.

Retention
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One of the most rewarding and challenging parts of any leader’s job is to manage staff—both individually and collec-

tively. This year’s survey expanded beyond questions about the admission directors’ management role and potential 

ability to influence key decisions, and also looked at systems for goal setting and evaluation for their teams.

Personnel Management 

Annual Goal Setting –  
Where Control Meets Enrollment Goals 
Almost seven-in-ten admission directors (69%) report 

that their staff participate in a formal annual goal-

setting process. This is a standard practice in many 

industries, and the larger schools seem to be following 

this practice; 74% of those directors who say their 

schools met their enrollment goals indicate their staff 

participate in an annual goal-setting process. Directors 

from the largest schools and from boarding schools are 

more likely to set annual goals as well (83% versus 66% 

of day school directors).

In most of the schools with formal goal setting (64%), 

the admission director also manages the process. 

That number is higher in boarding schools. These data 

are similar to those reported in the 2013 State of the 

Independent School Admission Industry report. The 

concern that lingers is that 36% of admission leaders 

are not responsible for evaluating their own staff, which 

connotes a less than optimal scenario for ensuring 

excellent performance. 

74% of directors who say  
their schools met their 

enrollment goals indicate their 
staff participate in an annual  

goal-setting process.

Pay Tied to Goals?
Performance- or merit-based pay systems have both 

benefits and drawbacks, and organizational develop-

ment research and literature is laden with articles on 

the subject either for or against the idea. Of course, 

paying for performance in an admission office, where 

performance means filling the seats with the right kids—

not just any kids—is fraught with its own unique set of 

challenges.

In reality, very few schools (13%) tie admission staff pay 

increases to achievement of annual goals. However, 

twice as many (26%) tie the admission director’s salary 

increases to achievement of annual goals (in cases 

where they have defined goals). 

Pay Tied to
Evaluation Goals*

For sta�
13%

For directors who have 
defined goals: 26% 

* Not incentivized enrollment goals

26%13%
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Staff Professional Development 
Professional development is part of the annual goal setting process for 

about six-in-ten admission directors (63%). For the largest schools (those 

with 1,000 or more students), professional development is a required part 

of staffs’ annual goals in 78% of the schools. Interestingly, on this question, 

boarding schools were less likely to say yes (58% vs. 65% for day schools). 

Only slightly more than half (54%) of schools have professional develop-

ment funds for the entire admission office staff. Another 17% have it for 

at least some of the staff. In cases where there are low or no funds, we 

encourage admission directors to explore the many free resources offered 

by The Enrollment Management Association on enrollment.org—including 

webinars, articles, blogs, special reports, and a regional seminar series.

+ Advice from the Admission Leadership Council
How should schools begin a formal goal setting and staff evaluation process?
•	Model	positive	feedback	with	your	staff.		Ask	them	to	provide	you	with	feedback	as	well.

•	Establish	annual	department	goals	as	a	group	and	then	ask	staff	to	establish	individual	goals	that	help	achieve	
the department’s goals.

•	Consider	starting	small—with	one	department	goal	and	one	individual	goal	per	team	member.

•	Make	sure	goals	are	SMART—Specific,	Measurable,	Attainable,	Realistic,	Timely.

•	Take	time	to	understand	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	each	staff	member.		Talk	with	them	about	where	
they want to strengthen their skills.

•	Be	as	transparent	as	possible	about	the	process.

•	Meet	with	the	team	several	times	a	year.		If	there	are	issues,	those	issues	should	not	make	a	surprise	
appearance in the evaluation meeting.

•	Read	anything	by	Peter	Drucker	on	the	subject!

Personnel Management 
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School admission operations vary widely in size and setup. This survey asked questions that help identify what prac-

tices are standardized across the industry, what might be changing, and what new opportunities might exist. 

Admission Operations

Application Completion
Once an application has been started, most families tend to complete it. 

One-half (50%) of admission directors indicate that 10% or fewer do not 

complete their applications. This is a healthy and encouraging statistic that 

should suggest new focus on building applications. 

Critical to the admission process is identifying and analyzing trends in 

what types of students are not completing their applications, with an eye 

toward reducing that number. For example, are there any similarities in the 

types of schools these students are coming from? Do families from public 

schools need more personalized attention and more specific information 

to increase application completion rates? Is there another pattern that can 

be ascertained? For example, our research also indicates that families drop 

schools from their list when the application process is perceived to be too 

difficult or burdensome or if they have a negative experience with a cam-

pus tour guide. Examining the data behind the students who do not com-

plete applications may be the difference between enrollment goals met in 

April or May versus later in the year. 

Notably, 15% of respondents in this survey did not know the percentage 

of incomplete applications, drawing attention to the lack of data tracking. 

Because of the importance of tracking such information, all independent 

school admission directors should note this key funnel metric and use its 

finding to hone their practice.

Admission teams should review their application process with fresh eyes, 

especially in comparison with local competitor schools. Last spring, The 

Enrollment Management Association published the Sizing up the Compe-

tition report, introducing many of the industry’s new for-profit competitors 

that offer similar value propositions to independent schools at a lower 

tuition rate. Beyond the value propositions, some of these new competitors 

are offering one-page, simplified applications and rely more on the inter-

view to gather information about the student and family. While this con-

cept may seem foreign to independent schools, admission teams should 

take note of this streamlined application process. In addition, and as we 

reported in the spring 2016 issue of The Yield, some consortia and regional 

groups have found that a common application system, like The Enrollment 

Management Association’s Standard Application Online, has simplified the 

application process for families and increased the numbers of applications 

submitted to schools by providing standard forms for demographic data 

and online teacher recommendations and eliminating duplicate work. 

Examining the 
data behind the 
students who 
do not complete 
applications may 
be the difference 
between enrollment 
goals met in April  
or May versus later 
in the year. 
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To Roll or Not to Roll? 
December	10,	January	15,	February	1.	These	dates	

stand as hard and fast application deadlines for many 

independent schools, yet our survey revealed there 

is nearly a 50/50 split between schools with rolling 

admission (51%) and those with fixed deadlines (49%). 

This finding is surprising given little variation in the data 

between day and boarding schools. Schools in the 

Southeast are (by about 20 percentage points over the 

average) the group most likely to have rolling deadlines. 

Canadian schools were second most likely among 

North American schools to offer rolling deadlines. 

Larger schools generally are more likely to have fixed 

deadlines. Schools that met their enrollment and net 

tuition revenue goals were significantly more likely to 

have rolling admission deadlines (62% versus 32% of 

those who did not meet their goals). More 

research is needed to determine if this 

is related to the actual practice of 

rolling admission or schools con-

tinuing to enroll students after 

published deadlines.

Application Deadline

Application Deadline

Rolling
51%

Fixed
49%

Admission Operations

Admission Consortia
Admission consortia play a significant role in a region’s 

admission policies. Nearly 60% of schools responding 

belong to an admission consortium that creates poli-

cies for the consortium members to adhere to. Family 

notification dates (85%) and family reply dates (77%) are 

cited most often as policies that the consortia create and 

manage. Other policies include: application deadlines 

(48%), whether or not schools can communicate with 

accepted families prior to the reply date (45%), which 

admission test is used (19%), when those admission tests 

are administered (17%), and whether and when schools 

can host revisit days (12%). Perceived adherence to the 

policies is fairly strong, with 67% of respondents indicat-

ing they believe to a great or significant extent that all 

schools adhere to the consortium’s policies. Yet, politics 

and competition may be on the minds of 

the one-third of schools that believe 

those in the consortium do not 

adhere to policy.
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Weighting Application Components
According to the admission directors surveyed, most schools (69%) do not 

rank or assign weights to individual application components during the 

selection process. Boarding schools are significantly more likely than day 

schools (45% vs 28%) to do so. Schools that met enrollment goals were also 

more likely than those that did not to weight application components (34% 

vs 23%). 

Among the schools that do assign weights, grades/transcripts are the most 

frequently cited (91%) area as being important in the selection process. This 

is followed closely by the candidate interview (84%) and teacher recom-

mendations (88%).

Since it is virtually impossible to imagine a selection process in which all 

pieces of the student’s profile are considered equally, The Enrollment  

Management Association posits that for most schools weighting is in fact 

happening—just not in a standardized, consistent way. And, of course, a 

review process without standardized metrics is subject to great subjective 

variation within a year and across years. Schools may be misinterpreting 

“holistic admission” to mean that all applicant components and student 

characteristics are taken into account in an equal way. Yet, for many in 

higher education, the practice of holistic admission simply ensures that all 

the various student data points are calculated in order to arrive at some kind 

of a composite index score for a selection that is fair and unbiased. 

Salisbury School (CT) is a good example of a school that weights applica-

tion components in a standardized way. Our 2013 Think Tank Report on the 

Future of Assessment profiled this school’s data-driven efforts to find right 

fit students: The school identified grit, optimism, and benevolence as three 

characteristics it values in students, and then identified a point system to 

ensure	that	these	attributes	are	factored	right	alongside	test	scores	and	GPA	

in the school’s assessment of each applicant. 

Application
Component
Weighting

Teacher 
Recommendations

Transcripts

Interview

Schools that met enrollment goals  
were also more likely than those that  
did not to weight application components 
(34% vs 23%). 
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Required Deposit
Nearly every school (97%) requires a deposit upon acceptance of the offer of enrollment. Of those requiring a 

deposit, most schools (81%) require between 1-10% of the annual tuition. No schools require a deposit larger than 

30% of the tuition. 

Deposits are commitments upon which schools can build budgets and determine staffing. Most responding 

schools (52%) indicate losing three or fewer students after a deposit has been made, and that loss seems manage-

able (though more so for a larger school). What is troubling is that almost 30% lost between four and ten students 

after deposit and that 16% of schools that have 200 students or less indicate they lost four to six students after 

families made deposits. This number can have a significant impact on a small school’s ability to meet net tuition 

and	enrollment	goals—and	could	even	result	in	the	loss	of	a	program	or	teacher.	Given	that	small	schools	are	

particularly susceptible to cash flow problems associated with enrollment declines, admission teams should review 

summer melt (kids lost over the summer) and the domino effect (kids switching commitments as wait lists open up) 

data to help with enrollment models.

Although the deposit is just one basic component of the application process, it is important for admission teams 

and business teams to work together to determine a deposit level that is fair, yet succeeds (to the extent possible) in 

ensuring a family’s commitment.

52% of schools lost three or fewer students after deposit;  
nearly 30% lost between four and ten students after deposit.
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Conclusion
Since 2008, NAIS member schools have lost 55,000 students, or 8% of total enrollment (Source: NAIS DASL) Other 

demographic contributors to independent school enrollment decline include: an aging overall U.S. population; a shrink-

ing middle class; stagnating incomes for nearly all income brackets; growth in the number of school-aged children 

among groups not traditionally enrolled in independent schools. The U.S. population projections through 2060 indicate 

that, “by 2020, more than half of U.S. children are expected to be part of a minority race/ethnic group … [and] the U.S. 

population as a whole is expected to follow a similar trend, becoming majority-minority in 2044.” (Source: U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2014). 

For the foreseeable future, independent schools have 

few positive indicators upon which to build enrollment 

strategy. Indeed, forecasts show a decrease in the num-

ber of school-aged children attending independent 

schools, and a widening gap between families who can 

and cannot afford our schools. Simply put, independent 

schools are not a “growth industry.” It is clear that innova-

tive approaches to the independent school educational 

and financial model are needed. It is also clear that those 

charged with leading their school’s enrollment strategy 

need ongoing training, in order to overcome ever-in-

creasing challenges related to finding, admitting, and 

retaining mission-appropriate students. 

We have few easy answers to the persistent enrollment 

challenges in our industry. Indeed, U.S. private colleges 

offer limited solutions to us, having relied increasingly on 

tuition discounting as their main enrollment lever. In its 

recent report, 2026 The Decade Ahead, The Chronicle of 

Higher Education cites a 2016 study from Parthenon-EY 

noting that “since 2007, 72 institutions have shut down, 

nearly all of them with enrollments of less than 1,000. 

The [Parthenon-EY] report outlined six different risk 

factors facing higher-education institutions in the future, 

including small size, no online programs, tuition discount 

rates greater than 35 percent, and deficit spending.” While 

NAIS DASL data indicate that independent school tuition 

discounting is not as deep as in U.S. higher education, 

“discounting” is nonetheless on the increase. Added to 

independent school financial model woes, the growing 

threat of new lower-priced K-12 networks offering 21st 

century education and the challenges ahead seem to be 

multiplying exponentially. The convergence of so many 

negative trends are undercutting independent school 

market strength and should be a central issue of focus in 

independent school leadership circles.

One bright spot remains the public’s outlook on pri-

vate schools. In the 2015 Schooling in America Survey 

published by The Friedman Foundation for Educational 

Choice, a large percentage of parents (41%) said, if given 

the choice to obtain the best education for their child, 

they would choose private schools (41%); when only 9% 

have enrolled their children in a private school, we might 

ask ourselves, how can we convince the other 32% to join 

independent schools? At The Enrollment Management 

Association, we surmise that both a national branding 

and data-driven effort promoting the value of indepen-

dent school education is needed, along with simultane-

ous development of new efficient models upon which 

to operate our schools. We look forward to being your 

school’s partner on the journey through these challenging 

times as we work together to fulfill your school’s unique 

mission and the promise of independent schooling.
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